
 

 

Pledge to Net Zero: A Guide to Setting a Science-based Target- Webinar April 2020 
 
Questions and Answers: 
 
Q1- Where's the 2.5% p.a. reduction target from? 
 
A- From SBTi modelled -   Its to achieve below 2 degrees.  See guidance. 
 
Q2- Is it possible for a company to adopt SBT principles and the overall goal without signing up 
externally? This is due to the main HQ not feeling ready but the UK based company wanting to do 
more.  
 
A-  This was answered -  yes principles can be followed, just signing up to the Pledge and following the 
requirements on the pledge webpage 
 
Q3- Is this process also appropriate for parish, town and county councils? 
 
A- Yes it's broadly appropriate – flexible 
 
Q4- Do the speakers have an experience or Any comments and advice on how to tackle recalcitrant 
Local Authorities in getting them to commit to ambitious targets/pledges 
 
A- Not really.  We are aware that many public bodies are making climate emergency declarations.  Some 
of these do have ambitious targets   
 
Q5- Which approach AECOM has choose for setting target and why? 
 
A- Sectoral approach SBTi, had the highest decarbonisation 
 
Q6- What is the methodology for properly screening your scope 3 emissions? 
 
A- SBTi has a screening tool - Quantis for screening and can be combined with GHG Protocol scope 3 for 
quantification. Smaller orgs may use more basic qualitative screening on basis of what they control. 
 
Q7- Are these tools free to use? 
 
A- Yes 
 
Q8- How do you avoid taking steps that meet the annual reductions 2.5% -  but make it difficult to take 
the larger steps that are necessary later. So in refurbishing buildings carrying out easy measures 
bringing immediate reductions but making it more expensive and difficult to do subsequent 
refurbishments later. 
 
A- Simple steps early can gain a good return  -  Don’t try and 'game' this to spread the reductions. Instead, 
do go for reductions when you can and as early as you can.   It is understood you may not hit 2.5% or your 
target every year, but will achieve the aggregate reduction over the period. 
 
Q9- This seems similar to SECR.  Did AECOM start with SECR then go for SBTi? 
 



 

 

A- AECOM do SECR.   But this is not only factor and pledge is broader 
 
Q10- Is there a sectoral pathway for construction? 
 
A- RB - No. This is only available for Power Generation, Iron & Steel, Aluminium, Cement, Pulp & Paper,  
Services/commercial buildings, and passenger & freight transport. 
 
Q11- (The SBTi tool and Scope 3 Quantis tool) Also, what about small businesses that have little scope 1 
and 2 emissions and have limited influence on these e.g: we are a small business that rent our office so 
cannot guarantee influence over energy supplier, water usage, changing fixtures, cleaning products 
used, etc etc. Any advise on this? 
 
A- There can be difficulties.   Do what you can.  Be proportionate in approach and transparent 
 
Q12-  Do Aecom have space heating emissions? 
 
A- RB - We have heating emissions but these are captured in our Scope 2. We don't own any buildings 
that have stationary combustion sources. 
 
Q13- If there isn't a construction pathway, as the majority of our scope 1 & 2 emissions are from our 
fleet and plant can we use a fleet sectoral pathway for scope 1 & 2? 
 
A- You can have a scope 1 only target 
 
Q14- Ryan, how do you encourage AECOM employees to follow these targets, when it comes to daily 
commute, resource use in offices etc? 
 
A- RB - We do this in a number of ways, including using our Green Teams which are our internal office 
sustainability teams. They run events, provide incentives, run educational sessions and measure progress 
among other things. From a sustainable travel perspective AECOM take part in the cycle to work scheme, 
pay for railcards, have a season ticket loan scheme, put on cycle maintenance and training sessions 
among other things. 
 
Q15- Hi, can one organisation vary the methods they use in setting overall SBT? e.g. absolute target for 
Scope 1&2 and sector based for Scope 3? 
 
A- You can blend methods but what is available depends on the sector and scope. 
 
Q16- I was a bit late in joining so apologies if I missed how to choose your baseline year. I work in 
agriculture and output can vary significantly from year to year - does SbT offer advice on this? 
 
A- RB - The SBTi recommends choosing the most recent year for which data are available as the target 
base year. 
 
Q17- How do you normalise your emissions, i.e. based on revenues or per capita to allow for growth or 
decline of business each year? 
 
A- Ryan can you advise on this.    Assume main answer is you can re-baseline.  Is there an option also on 
normalised and relative emissions in SBTi?  In answer we should distinguish between the two (what SBTi 



 

 

says and the flexibility to use other 'explained' methods in pledge to net zero). RB - Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions per Value Added (GEVA) of measuring emissions intensity recommends benchmarking by 
tCO2e/$ value added. 
 
Q18- Have you been able to benchmark your emissions against other similar organisations (e.g. what is 
good in 2020?) 
 
A- RB - we benchmarked our target when we committed in 2018, this analysis went in to our proposal to 
senior leadership for their approval. 
 
Q19- If swapping old equipment for carbon friendly equipment how is embodied energy handled? 
 
A- This can be captured in waste management (spend).   But it may for many be outside scope.  Separately 
your procurement may address (e.g. in a broader carbon neutrality approach) 
 
Q20- What happens with trade offs between scope two and scope three.... so moving from an older 
building in the city centre well connect to public transport, but with a poor energy performance........ to 
a modern, highly energy rated building but in a location that is away from the public transport that 
encourages employees to drive. 
 
A- You can estimate this and factor when making such decisions -  look for innovation and  win-wins 
rather than trade-offs 
 
Q21- Hi, question for Ryan, please. Has AECOM considered emissions from commuting of their 
employees as part of Scope 3? 
 
A- RB - Yes we have, from a global footprint perspective it's very small so we didn't have to develop a 
target for it for SBTi. We have a number of programs to improve commuting emissions though. 
 
Q22- Question for Ryan - How did you gain agreement from your leadership team for absolute 
contraction against potential organic growth plans for the business 
 
A- RB - Our leadership acknowledges that there is a need to decouple carbon emissions from growth, in 
society as well as in the company. This is a great opportunity to show leadership in this area. If there are 
significant changes in the business e.g. acquisition or sale then we would re-baseline to take that into 
account. For instance, we sold a large portion of our business recently and re-baselined to remove that 
data. 
 
Q23- Just wondering how you were tackling waste and raw material usage without off-setting? 
If not, what was the reason? 
 
A- They may be excluded but can assess in Quantis - it may be outside scope for net-zero reductions but 
can be addressed by carbon offsetting in a neutrality approach. 
 
Q23- This is a fantastic insight Ryan - thank you....do you have any guidance on how much time is spent 
on this - number of employees for how long to achieve this for Aecom? 
 
A- RB - It was probably a few months of a FTE, although spread out across the year but concentrated 
slightly towards submission date. 



 

 

NC & JH - For smaller businesses it may be 1 FTE during periods (0.1 of FTE over the year)? Some find that 
it actually uses existing systems. 
 
Q24- For Nick: is the IEMA Pledge for companies of any size? Do they have to be in any part of the  
supply chain? 
 
A- The pledge is for any size   
 
Q25- Hi Ryan, thank you for an insightful presentation! could you unpack the approach from SBTI to 
offsetting? If companies use offsetting as a lever to enhance rather than dilute their ambition that 
would be  the right approach to use them and make them part of your companies ambition.  What's 
Aecom's approach to offsetting? 
 
A- RB - AECOM are looking at the option of offsetting some of its "unavoidable" emissions as a last resort. 
How we would do this is following the emissions hierarchy and making sure that we are making every 
effort to reduce directly before offsetting. SBTs' exclusion of offsetting is good because it makes you do 
the hard proper reductions first, but other schemes can also be joined that allow offsetting because it's a 
decent short term option. 
 
Q26- Can you please explain a little more about how the absolute-based approach is effective in 
reducing emissions in line with climate science because heavily polluting companies will achieve 
reductions at a much slower rate than less polluting companies - which may mean the deadlines 
associated with carbon emission reductions are missed? 
 
A- RB - This is where the sectoral approach may be best, SBTi suggests you screen all approaches and 
choose the most aggressive one. Generally absolute contraction works out the average requirement 
across all companies, so it should balance out. 
 
Q27- Excellent presentation Ryan - how did you decide on your baseline year and what was the impact 
of that on your target? 
 
A- The SBTi recommends choosing the most recent year for which data are available as the target base 
year. 2018 was the most up to date emissions we had. 
 
Q28- Where companies have ageing plant/equipment requiring investment, the CV19 could potentially 
have a huge impact on companies’ ability to invest & reduce carbon. Taking this into account will GHG 
targets be adjusted? 
 
A- No targets will not be adjusted, unless the baseline is updated 
 
Q29- How do home working emissions get calculated? This will matter more for many businesses going 
forward. Ryan touched on this but didn’t give an answer! 
 
A- Answered in session.  One suggestion is to treat as project based accounting -  there is consensus this 
should be tested at this time. 
 
Q30- For Ryan: what will change after COVID? Aside from travelling patterns what else will change? 
Design of workspaces? Design of homes? I envisage buildings with shared workspaces in a very green 
space. What is the future for work/commute and work / home interaction?   



 

 

 
A- Change in workspace design and other public building design certainly. We might see greater 
decentralisation including local neighbourhood office spaces with more social distancing. 
 
Q31- RYAN: Very interesting presentation. As you said, your biggest impact (and that of all consultants, 
really) is on the projects on which you work, so a great shame that your targets do not orbit this metric. 
I understand it's difficult, but we need to be bold, so I just wondered if you have had any wild ideas for 
how to recognise this in your reporting? Otherwise, as service industry people, we're just all stuck 
looking at energy and procurement bills. 
 
A- We are looking at measuring the carbon impact of our designs and comparing those to an average or 
'do nothing' amount. That way we could in theory estimate the total carbon saved as a company through 
our projects. Much easier said than done though. 
 
Q32- Just to go a little further, how can I sell this to my business instead of SECR? 
 
A- NC - You should be able to use the same data for both. 
JH - I take it from the phrasing of the question that this came from someone whose company would be 
voluntarily adopting the carbon calculation and reporting requirements of SECR. I would say that SECR 
and Pledge Net Zero are two possible outcomes of the same preparation, data gathering and analysis. 
Ultimately this is about understanding the risks and benefits associated with a given company's level of 
understanding and tackling of its own carbon footprint. That can be 'sold' to senior management as it 
plays into continual business improvement and influence on short-to-long-term business risks, but also (if 
done appropriately) can open the door to being able to report carbon voluntarily within the scope of both 
SECR and Pledge Net Zero. I think the biggest potential 'sell point' of PNZ is that, for a small outlay in 
terms of time, a company can demonstrably show that it is a leader in its particular business sector (or 
specialist sub-sector) which has marketing and policy advantages. 
 
Q33- Question for Joe, as an SME going through the process, do you feel you would have benefited 
from any additional support in calculating footprints and related targets, and navigating the SBTi 
system/process? 
 
A- JH - We had already been calculating our carbon footprints but using guidance and all-important 
emissions coefficients provided by UK Government (ex-DEFRA, now DBEIS, on the 'Measuring & Reporting 
Environmental Impacts - Guidance for Businesses' section of Gov.UK). In fact, we are still using those same 
coefficients, as SBTi does not propose any alternative data at that level of detail. SBTi is much more an 
internationally standardised tool for determining what reductions in those carbon footprints should look 
like. 
Yes, I suppose some additional impetus and background support on the SBTi, Optimis and other tools 
would have been helpful in the beginning, but there is support out there, and that is what this webinar 
was about in no small part: first of all making people aware of the SBTi methodology, and how it can help 
a small business to feel confident that its targets for carbon reduction are in line with what is needed 
globally. 
 
Q34- In a brand new business (e.g. that started in 2019 or 2020) it is likely that emissions will be driven 
up exponentially when the business grows in future months/years.  What advice would you have in 
terms of baselining and setting targets for new businesses? 
 
A- NC - If your company is growing significantly, above organic growth then you can rebaseline your data. 



 

 

JH - I would take a pragmatic approach based on initial and revised business revenue forecasts. What you 
can, and in my opinion should, build in straight away is a solid methodology for acquiring relevant data in 
a time-efficient way. Armed with that data, you can then apply a suitable magnification factor to your 
measured carbon emissions in order to take into account the fact that Covid-19 has made 2020 a special 
case, and this will then allow you to sensibly compare 2020 with future years. A revision of SBT baseline is 
allowed as far as I am aware, and in the case of a business that has only just started up such as yours, 
where there is a lack of real 'normal operation' baseline data, I would expect this to be allowed. 
 
Q35- I was just wondering why it isn’t important to include commuting in the scope of carbon 
footprint? 
 
A- NB- This depends on the situation and how you scope and determine your 'scope 3'      JH - That is a 
good question, and it is one that we may need to revise. I can only speak for our case, where the average 
journey into work is somewhere around 10 miles, 10-15% is by effectively carbon-neutral transport 
(running or cycling) and the rest is exclusively by public transport (almost exclusively rail). Working from 
home is up to around 30% annually, so that leaves us with a total commuting carbon footprint of around 
30 tonnes. What has prevented us from including it thus far is that we have already put in significant 
measures to reduce this from what it could otherwise be (worst case of everyone driving to the office 
would give a commute footprint of around 200 tonnes) and that it is more time-consuming to measure 
this with any kind of accuracy. However, I feel that we still should include this in our overall scope, but 
perhaps not in our PNZ scope. 
 
Q36- So can you decide which emissions you include in the "pledge to net zero" i.e. like LUC, you don't 
have to include all your scope 3? 
 
A- NC - The intent is to include as much as you can but to be clear on what you cannot include and why. 
JH - My understanding is yes. The scope of emissions for PNZ should include all those over which you feel 
you have a strong level of control. Hence all scopes 1-2 and those scope 3 emissions that you can really 
control well. Hence our inclusion of business travel (because we can pass costs of that on to clients, make 
heavy use of VC) and decision not to include IT Services (which accounts for an estimated just over 100 
tonnes, but over which we have limited control, i.e. choice of providers, subject to contractual 
limitations). 
 
Q37- If a company is involved in projects that help achieve SDGs in a country, are those counted 
towards company's own sustainability/ net-zero targets? Like construction of wastewater treatment 
plants, recycling units, basic amenities infrastructure in developing countries? 
 
A- NC - The pledge is aimed at your operational activities not your projects or products 
JH - This sounds to me like highly-targeted carbon offsetting, which has the potential to contribute in a 
valuable way to CSR benefits and overall pursuit of carbon neutrality, but may be less likely to feature in a 
Pledge to Net Zero calculation? 
 
Q38- We are a large construction company beginning a carbon neutral journey and at any one time 
might have circa 30no. projects ranging from £1m to £50m. With that number of projects forming our 
scope 3 emissions and with projects having varying degrees of emissions with no consistency, how 
would a target be measurably achieved? 
 
A- NC - The key with the pledge is to be transparent in reporting, with project turnover alongside 
emissions, but ultimately to reduce your organisational footprint regardless of turnover.  Presumably 



 

 

alternate fuels and plant changes will be part of your actions?  If your company changes significantly, 
above organic growth then you can rebase line your data. 
JH - Faced with this situation, I feel it is crucial to take one key example project and use it as a testbed for 
how relevant data may be best acquired. It may be felt that there is insufficient consistency between the 
projects for a unified approach. However by taking the time to come up with workable options for how 
one project could be suitably assessed, and then seeing objectively how that might be replicated across 
other very different projects, the seemingly hopeless task can be broken down into manageable chunks. 
This will also then cast light on the resources needed and make senior management aware of the 
resource and time implications. 
 
Q38- How does the absolute contraction target setting approach work (and/ or the SBTi cater) for 
companies that are growing significantly annually? Specifically in terms of having the desire to set an 
ambitious Scope 3 emissions target, yet the company has little control over decarbonisation within 
these sectors? 
 
A- If your company is growing significantly, above organic growth then you can rebaseline your data. 
 
Q39- Hi, could a company set their SBT baseline year as a historical one if they have enough data? (and 
so could then benefit from the emissions reductions due to COVID if good practices are continued?) 
 
A- Historical baseline years are fine, but best practice is to use the most recent year you have data for. 
 
Q40- In order to get sign off for SBT, did each of the organisations get a view of what the targets would 
look like (using the online tools referenced), or were they able to get the concept signed off without the 
need for this? Secondly, how would it be best to sell the idea of SBT when board members are only just 
becoming familiar with net zero UK targets? (is there a good way to sell in the benefits of moving to 
SBT?) 
 
A- RB - AECOM calculated a rough % reduction using the tool at commitment stage. Benefits of signing up 
are laid out by SBTi in their resources. 
NC - TG presented this as an extension of our EMS objectives, a business need as clients are requesting 
more and the right thing to do.  We have also signed up to Engineers Declare so also linked to that 
initiative. 
JH - We had the concept of carbon neutrality signed off in 2018 and then defined a timescale for it in 
2019, so when we heard about the Pledge Net Zero, based on sound, well-defined science-based targets, 
it was consistent with the path we had already started down. 
 
Q41- Jo - how did having ISO 14001 in place support your net zero goals? 
 
A- JH - Principally, ISO14001 had forced us to identify carbon footprint as one of our key environmental 
impacts anyway, and then the requirement to continually improve had already driven us to smarten up 
our act when it comes to understanding and quantifying the carbon footprint. ISO14001 also promotes 
the identification of internal and external conformity requirements, and net zero ended up being one of 
those for our company, so in many different ways, being ISO 14001 certified drove us to engage with a 
pledge such as this, and to have the management support/buy-in to pursue it and the 
monitoring/measurement systems in place to support implementation of it. 
 
Q42- GENERAL: How much per annum should companies expect to pay to be part of the SBTi initiative, 
are there membership fees/charges to officially join? 



 

 

A- Only fees are associated with getting validated, which are approximately $5000. There is no 
membership fee. 
 
Q43- For Ryan, any advice about gathering accurate information in purchased goods and services 
category? Thanks 
 
A- Try to categorise your spend as per the categories in the Quantis tool if possible. 
 
Q44- Ryan - when measuring scope 3 missions how did companies respond - were they supportive and 
keen to help? 
 
A- We haven't sent out our RFI yet, so don't know 
 
Q45- For LUC, does SBTI categorise fugitive emissions slightly differently to GHG protocol e.g. you have 
categorised it under scope 2? 
 
A- JH - this was a mistake. Apologies for the confusion. Fugitive emissions were and are included under 
scope 1. 
 
Q46- Question from Kye at Total Eco Management GRI Corporate Reporting Consultant - Q1 To ensure 
consistent comparable data what guidance is being provided, what other standards do the metrics align 
with i.e. ISO, CDP, GRI etc, and how can we access it; this is a prompt to put up the website Mr Burrows 
spoke of.  Q2 does the website include any tips.  Q3 Does the website with guidance have a template 
board paper to secure organisational buy-in and commitment to back up the SBTi letter of 
commitment.    Comment those organisations that produce Corporate Sustainability Reports can 
mention SBTi in their Emissions disclosures, enhancing awareness of this commitment much as we do 
with UN Sustainable Development Goals and the specific targets under SDG 13.    Kye. FIEMA 
 
A- SBTi would help with your CDP submission. There are also some business benefits in the SBTi website. 
 
Q47- Recognising that some areas can be difficult to monitor and get data for on the journey to net 
carbon zero by including some elements and excluding others for example stationery, water use, IT 
equipment, consumables/products and whatever else is chosen not to be included is there not a 
likelihood that all of us, within industry, are being disingenuous by stating that we are ("net") carbon 
zero? 
 
A- NB -  There is a risk of green wash allegation, if the details are not clear and there is a lack of 
transparency.   The bigger risk is to do nothing. 
JH - I think there is always the potential for terms to be misused. However, so long as there is clarity on 
the aims and requirements of schemes such as Pledge Net Zero, it will be clearer to see that signatories to 
the pledge are doing something meaningful and concrete towards achieving the goals set forth by the 
IPCC. 
 
Q48- Surely, if the 2 degree trajectory does not lead to zero emissions by 2050, setting a net zero target 
for 2045 or 2050 even is more ambitious than setting science based targets? I'm still having trouble 
understanding how net zero targets and science-based targets relate. 
 
A- NB - Science based targets relate but may need augmenting with some offset / compensation to 
balance residual emission.  In part - the issue here is that SBTi was not initially set to achieve net-zero but 



 

 

to get organisations / corporates reducing and to be aligned with the science based reductions (IPCC / 
Paris) that might keep the world below 2 degrees of warming.  Net-zero ambition however has escalated 
in last two years and especially following the IPCC special report on 1.5 degrees. 
 
Q49- Interested in Scope 3 and supply chain emissions: Can Ryan and others talk more about this 
including explaining Supplier Spend Data? 
 
A- Supplier spend data is used as a proxy by using average emissions per spend category e.g. for chemicals 
there is X tonnes/$ spend on average. 
 
Q50- Question for Joe Hague. Curious as to why leaked aircon gases are Scope 2? 
 
A- JH - this was a mistake. Apologies for the confusion. Fugitive emissions were and are included under 
scope 1. 
 
Q51- For the Pledge to Net Zero, what meaning does the "net" have? Is it the same as in the national 
inventory? The difference between gross emissions and removals? Or does it assume that people will 
need offsets to achieve a net position? 
 
A- It will be broader. Pledge to net zero includes a bias towards annual reductions and making that a 
priority.  Net is not defined in the pledge and there is some flexibility on how participants address their 
residual emissions.  So this could be by balance (sequestration and nature based) or it could be by offsets 
that use different baselines for their projects. Transparency is a key consideration here. 
 
Q52- What are views on impact of renewable tariffs on electricity emissions within SBT? My 
understanding of DEFRA guidance and GHG Protocol is that our headline carbon figures should be 
*gross* emissions, before deduction of any green tariffs, offsets etc. This is quite widely shared by 
officers in other local authorities. Where does the SBTi stand on this?   
 
A- NB - SBTi differs and allows for market based GHG approach.  To the extent that this is for target 
setting and reporting (rather than for annual disclosure) then that approach is in line with GHG protocol 
scope 2 guidance. Caution is still needed though on ensuring credible green tariffs.  You are however 
correct to say that annual GHG disclosure (UK especially) is broadly expected to use Location grid based 
factor. Often now dual reporting is used.  The two guidance sources i would point to are 1) UK 
Governments environmental reporting guidance (updated 2019 with SECR) and 2) GHG Protocol scope 2 
guidance.    
 
Q53- How does the SBT tool recalculate for all the companies that don’t sign up, or do sign up but don’t 
reach their target? 
 
A- SBTi guidance is based on overall climate science and not the targets or organisations that sign up 
 
Q54- I work for a small consultancy of 40 people over 2 offices in London and Birmingham. I joined 
today as I am trying to think of how I can apply some of the Pledge to Net Zero principles to our 
business. Do you have any specific guidance for consultancies of this size? Thank you 
 
A- NC - The approach from TG and LUC covered in the webinar are a good start.  Get a handle on your 
baseline and engage with your staff for ideas on how to reduce it - with smaller staff numbers it is easier 
to ask staff to help.   If you plot the 2.5% and 4.3% reduction year on year as a line to  2050 it gives you 



 

 

something to aim for.  Commuting surveys are a good start for Scope 3, if you have city centre locations 
public transport may be higher.  Ask what they are doing in their own lives at home to reduce their carbon 
footprint, or environmental impacts to help with staff engagement.   Badger your landlords for data if you 
are in rented offices. 
JH - Agree with comments above. Get an understanding of your wider business travel and how 
transactions are made, because you need to have a means of acquiring the data without having to jump 
through too many hoops. Also important to understand impacts of procurement, and in particular IT 
services. While you may not be able to exercise as much direct control and/or be able to quantify these 
impacts so precisely, and even if they end up not being within the scope of your pledge, they are still 
within the scope of your business activities, and you have to understand them to be able to justify how 
you manage them. 
 
Q55- Maybe suppliers will collaborate through Industry associations if customers require scope 3 
reductions? 
 
A- That would be a positive outcome. 
 
Q56- How are people looking at normalising the data? 
 
A- Covered above 


